
Minutes of a meeting of the Neighbourhood Planning Committee for 
Great Barford Parish Council, held on Tuesday 26th January 2021 
by virtual online. 

Members ofthe Committee Present: Jon Digweed, Duncan Edgar, 
David Garrard, Simon Holt, Graham Pendrey, Anne Samme and Tim Wood. 

In Attendance: Sally Chapman (consultant) 

Apologies: Neil Ayers, Keith Blaxill. 

Absent: Di Ames, Noreen Byrne, Barry Harris, Cliff Mace, Siobhan Vincent. 

MINUTES of MEETING 2021101 

1 Apologies 
Received and accepted from Neil Ayres and Keith Blaxill. 
Di Ames, Noreen Byrne, Barry Harris, Cliff Mace and Siobhan Vincent, did not attend. 

2 Previous Minutes 
Minutes 2020112 were agreed, and duly signed by GP. 

3 Feedback from Communications: 

3.1 Axiom and Devcom had emailed GP and DE to monitor progress on the Reg 14 consultations. 
They have expressed a wish to commence discussion with the Parish Council regarding 
development of their sites. 

3.2 Lone Star have undertaken a leaflet drop through much of the village, though the actual extent is 
unclear (not all members of the Committee had received a leaflet). Concern was expressed at the 
sensationalist nature of the document. SC advises we include the leaflet in our communications 
statement. 

4 Regulation 14 Status 

4.1 Reg 14 Consultation- as Google Forms responses are received online GP is compiling a record 
and copying content into the Consultation Comments folder on Dropbox. He is also preparing a 
response statement to each comment - this is also in Dropbox. He asked for others to view the 
documents and let him have their comments as to the responses offered. 

A number of paper submissions have also been received. The meeting discussed whether their 
content should be added to the Google Forms resource by manually inserting the comments, but 
it was agreed to leave them as a separate source of responses. 

GP advised that the PC Clerks have had a query from Axiom asking at what time on 1 st February 
2021 the consultation period would expire. All present agreed that this should be taken to be 
midnight. 

5 Moving Forward 

5.1 Reg 14 - Responses from the community are currently being monitored and will lead to some 
amendments being made to the documentation. Where these are clarifications, GP has already 
made amendment. Other changes will potentially need to be discussed by the Committee. 
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Responses from developers have yet to be received, but are highly likely. It is anticipated that 
these parties are unlikely to use Google Forms, but will submit their own documents either in 
support or rebuttal of the proposals. SC advises including their summarised comments into our 
consultation responses, and including their full submissions as an appendix to the document. 

In terms of publicity, notices on lampposts remain in place, and the Parish Facebook page is still 
promoting the consultation period, so no further action is proposed. 

Reg 14 documents are likely to need further amendment following the responses made - this will 
need to be considered by the group at the close of consultation. 

5.2 Reg 16 - SC will prepare the Basic Conditions Statement. Once the necessary amendments have 
been made to the Reg 14 documents, the Draft Plan will be ready for Reg 16 submission to the 
Borough. 

SC advises that the PC will need to endorse the Plan - they will meet on 16th February 2021. It is 
hoped that this meeting can consider a proposal to submit at Reg 16. 

5.3 BBC - the Borough will undertake their own processes once the Draft Plan is submitted to them. 
This will include a further consultation period prior to putting the Draft Plan before an Inspector. 
It will be for the appointed Inspector to decide whether an examination in public is necessary, or 
conducted as an exchange of correspondence. 

5.4 Engaging with Allocation Developers - the promoters of the recommended site 
(CountrysidelDevComms and Axiom) have expressed a desire to commence discussion with the 
PC. They have expressed their appreciation of the proposed allocation, and advised that they are 
willing to work together to bring the development forward. 

SC advises that a presentation from them to the PC at this stage could benefit the process, 
especially if they can provide a written confirmation that the site can be brought forward quickly, 
which would be useful for the Examination Inspector. 

However, all were agreed that no discussion should be entered into before the PC has decided to 
submit the Draft Plan for Reg 16 processes to commence. At that stage, further decisions on 
adoption are for the appointed Inspector, and any potential issues of bias are removed. 

There is potentially some benefit in a Master Plan being prepared before the NP Referendum. 

6 Next Meeting 
Bearing in mind the current process, it was agreed that the next full meeting will take place on 
Monday 8th February 2021, at 7.30 pm. 

The meeting closed at 8.50 pm. 

ACTIONS: None identified 

Signed .. C:.Jl...~ /)gr- Cfl--- ZbZ1 Dated . 
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